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Abstract—The number of alleged crimes in computer networks 
had not increased until a few years ago. Real-time analysis has 
become essential to detect any suspicious activities. Network 
classification is the first step of network traffic analysis, and it 
is the core element of network intrusion detection systems 
(IDS). Although the techniques of classification have improved 
and their accuracy has been enhanced, the growing trend of 
encryption and the insistence of application developers to 
create new ways to avoid applications being filtered and 
detected are among the reasons that this field remains open for 
further research. This paper discusses how researchers apply 
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms in several classification 
techniques, utilising the statistical properties of the network 
traffic flow. It also outlines the next stage of our research, 
which involves investigating different classification techniques 
(supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised) that use ML 
algorithms to cope with real-world network traffic. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
Classifying network traffic links network traffic with a 
generated application, and is a vital first step for network 
analysis. Valuable information can be gathered from traffic 
analysis, especially for security purposes such as filtering 
traffic and identifying and detecting malicious activity. By 
knowing what type of application is flowing over their 
networks, network operators can react quickly to potential 
incidents based on their incident response plans. 
Several network traffic classification techniques have 
been developed over the last two decades to cope with the 
challenges that classifiers face. Historical developments 
have revealed significant inaccuracy and unreliability of the 
traditional techniques (port-based classifications) [1, 2], 
which depend on port numbers to categorise network traffic. 
This is because the number of applications that flow over 
networks using random or non-standard ports has increased 
exponentially. To overcome this problem, payload-based 
classification emerged, and inspects not just the headers of 
the packets but also their contents [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. This 
classification is considered a reliable technique with 
accurate results, but the effectiveness of Deep Packet 
Inspection (DPI) methods is diminishing since they do not 
detect traffic encryption and protocol encapsulation. 
For these reasons, researchers began to use statistical 
and behavioural classification applying Machine Learning 
(ML) techniques. These techniques are used to allocate, 
control, and manage network resources. Classification is an 
essential component of intrusion detection systems (IDS), 
which are used to detect malicious activities. In fact, real-
time traffic analysis has the potential to solve problems in 
network management, security, and forensics by correlating 
network traffic patterns with the generating applications. 
More recently, some governments have required Internet 
Service Providers (ISPs) to recognise exactly what type of 
traffic flows over their networks, and have imposed clear 
ISP obligations to perform lawful interceptions of network 
traffic [7]. Network traffic classification is thus an essential 
task to prevent, detect, respond to, and mitigate new forms 
of attack that can threaten legitimate services and cost 
organisations a lot. 
This paper is structured as follows. Section II 
demonstrates the development of different classification 
techniques and discusses their limitations. Section III 
focuses on the use of machine learning (ML) algorithms in 
IP traffic, discusses the challenges in this field, and outlines 
the research gaps. Section IV illustrates the proposed model 
for network traffic classification. Finally, Section V presents 
the conclusions and highlights our future work. 
II. NETWORK TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION  
Network traffic classification has generated great interest 
in the research community along with the industrial field. 
Several techniques have been proposed and developed over 
the last two decades. This section discusses classification 
methods and divides them into four categories based on their 
chronological evolution. 
A.  Port-based classification  
In the early days of the internet, classification and 
identification of network traffic was not an issue at all. Port-
based classification involved identifying an application based 
on inspecting the packet header and matching it with the 
TCP or UDP port number registered with the Internet 
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Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA). Unfortunately, 
historical developments have revealed the inaccuracy and 
unreliability of these traditional techniques [1, 2]. The 
diminishing of this technique comes from several causes. 
Firstly, some modern applications flow with unregistered 
port numbers (non-standard ports) or pick a random port, for 
example peer to peer (P2P) applications [8]; in this situation 
the false negative results of classifier increase. Even worse, 
other applications (e.g., non-legitimate applications) hide 
themselves behind well- known ports to avoid being filtered 
and consequently bypassing restrictions of operation system 
access control; this raises the false positive rate of classifiers 
because of undetectable applications. In some situations it is 
impossible to know the actual port numbers, for example, in 
the case of obfuscation of the TCP or UDP header by IP 
layer encryption. 
B. Payload-based classification 
To overcome the deficiency and reliance on port-based 
classification, many industry products and research works 
proposed, based on inspection beyond the headers of the 
packets to contents, a technique called payload-based 
classification and sometimes called Deep Packet Inspection 
(DPI). The most used payload-based technique relies on 
inspecting packet contents and matching them with a 
deterministic set of stored signatures (pattern). The results of 
this method of classification are extremely accurate [2]. 
Payload examination has been widely used in several 
commercial and open source tools, for instance, in the 
implementation of the Linux kernel firewall [9]. Also, 
payload-based classifiers are often used as a primary step in 
network intrusion detection systems (IDS) for identifying 
malicious activity in the network [10]. The reliability of this 
method has been investigated widely. Sen et al. [6] 
illustrated that using payload-based classification to identify 
P2P application traffic could minimise the false positive and 
false negative rate to 5% in most studied cases. There are 
several other works based on payload classification [2, 3, 4, 
5]. 
Although payload-based examination is considered a 
reliable technique, it has some significant disadvantages and 
weaknesses. First, the ability of the classifier diminishes 
when dealing with encrypted traffic and protocol obfuscation 
or encapsulation; examining an encrypted packet with this 
method is impossible, which means a lot of network traffic 
remains unclassified. Besides this and more importantly, 
inspecting contents of a packet poses privacy challenges and 
this act may represent a breach of privacy policies and 
regulations. Furthermore, this method imposes a high 
computational cost and load on the classification device, as it 
requires several instances of access to the packet contents. 
Consequently, payload-based classification faces difficulty in 
coping with the large number of flows and high speed rate of 
network traffic. 
C. Statistical classification  
Statistical classification is a rationale-based technique 
that exploits statistical characteristics of network traffic flow 
to identify the application. This method utilises a number of 
flow-level measurements [11, 12, 8], for example, the 
duration of the packet, packet inter-arrival time, packet 
lengths, and traffic flow idle time. These measurements are 
unique for specific type of applications; hence, this allows 
the classifier to distinguish different applications from each 
other. 
In the early stage, the statistical characteristics of 
network traffic were investigated in several studies. In [13] 
the authors observed the correlation between the class in 
network traffic and the statistical characteristics of the flow 
such as bytes and duration. They proposed experiential 
models of connection characteristics for a large number of 
TCP applications. Also, in [14] the authors utilised the 
statistical characteristics of the network flow, such as packet 
size, packet inter-arrival time, and the flow duration, to 
analyse internet chat systems. Some of the later work such as 
[15], [16] and [17] observed the unique properties of network 
traffic for a number of internet applications. The outcomes of 
these studies have inspired researchers to work on new 
classification techniques based on statistical properties. 
To perform the actual classification based on statistical 
characteristics, classifiers need to employ data mining 
techniques, specifically ML algorithms, because they need to 
deal with different traffic patterns from large datasets. ML 
algorithms are very lightweight and less computationally 
expensive than payload-based classification techniques, 
because they do not depend on DPI but rather utilise the 
information from flow-level analysis. The effectiveness of 
the classifier in statistical classification depends on the 
features extracted from the flow, which require extensive 
knowledge due to their complexity. However, these 
techniques outperform payload-based techniques since they 
do not deal with packet contents, and thus can analyse 
encrypted traffic without any difficulty. 
D. Behavioral classification  
The behavioral classification technique observes the 
whole network traffic received by the endpoint (host), 
seeking to identify the type of application by analysing the 
generated network traffic patterns from the target host. For 
example, the number of communicated hosts is counted, 
taking into account the transport layer protocol and the 
number of ports. 
Some researchers such as [18, 19] sought to analyse 
network traffic patterns by exploiting heuristic information 
such as the number of distinct ports contacted, as well as 
transport layer protocols to distinguish the type of 
application running on a host. Other works [20, 21] showed 
that a lot of information can be utilised to classify network 
traffic. They analyzed the connections between endpoints 
graphically, and they show that generated connection 
patterns and graphs from client-server applications are very 
different than those of P2P. Another group of researchers 
[22, 23] exploited the power of ML algorithms and 
combined them with metrics to classify specific applications 
in the network. Although the behavioural classification 
technique yields promising results with lower computational 
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cost, most of these proposed works studied only the end-
hosts [24] or endpoint [19] activity. The limitations of this 
research are inherent to the methodology they used. 
III. CHALLENGES IN NETWORK TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION 
USING ML TECHNIQUES  
In fact, over the last few years, most internet applications 
have used a well-known port over a transport layer protocol, 
which makes them easily and precisely identified. However, 
nowadays the classification task is further exacerbated and 
the mission has become harder for several reasons: 
• The classifier analysers must deal with the 
increasing amount of traffic and transmission rates; 
• Researchers are looking for lightweight algorithms 
with little computational cost; 
• The growing trend of traffic encryption and 
protocol encapsulation in the network poses further 
challenges; and 
• Application developers continue to invent new 
ways to prevent traffic being filtered and detected. 
These reasons were the motivation for researchers to 
move toward applying ML techniques to classify network 
traffic based on statistical and behavioural features. 
In fact, the majority of ML techniques which are used for 
IP traffic classification focus on the use of supervised and 
unsupervised learning (clustering), while a few use hybrid 
techniques (semi-supervised). Roughan et al. [8] applied ML 
algorithms, Nearest Neighbours (NN), Linear Discriminate 
Analysis (LDA) and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis 
(QDA) to classify IP traffic based on the statistical signature 
approach. Classification results show that three-class 
classification has the minimum error rate. The error rate 
increases when more applications are mixed, which explains 
the highest error rate in seven-class classification. This 
means the efficiency of the classifier decreases when it deals 
with different applications. 
Moore and Zuev [12] studied how to categorise network 
traffic by application using the supervised ML Naive Bayes 
technique. This study was amended and improved by [25], 
by using the Bayesian neural network method. More accurate 
results were achieved compared to the previous work. 
One of the earliest study such as [11] used unsupervised 
techniques by applying the Expectation Maximisation (EM) 
algorithm [26] to cluster the traffic with similar 
characteristics into different application groupings. The 
collected features are based on full flow. The EM algorithm 
is applied to cluster the network traffic into a number of 
groups and create classifier rules based on the clusters. The 
useless and ineffective features are discarded and removed 
from the input and the learning course is repeated. Although 
the classification results are bounded by identifying 
particular applications, this method could be used as a first 
step to classify unknown traffic to give a clue about the 
application groups in traffic. 
The proposed approach by Zander et al. [27] used ML 
techniques based on statistical flow properties and utilised 
the unsupervised Bayesian classifier AutoClass [28] for 
application identification. The authors applied the EM 
algorithm to identify the most proper set from training data. 
AutoClass can calculate approximately the number of 
classes, if not configured previously. Their technique is also 
based on full flow to calculate features. 
Other published studies such as [29] and [30] also aimed 
to investigate the performance of ML, but by exploiting the 
first few packets. Although this technique is considered to be 
faster and less time consuming than exploitation on a full 
flow basis, the ability of this classifier deteriorates if the 
initial packets are lost. 
Crotti et al. [31] proposed the protocol fingerprint 
method, and classified network traffic applying an algorithm 
based on normalised thresholds. The proposed technique 
relied on three characteristics of the collected IP packets 
(inter-arrival time and arrival order of the packets as well as 
their length). Their study results achieved high accuracy for 
identifying three kinds of applications using the first few 
packets as [29]. Nevertheless, the effectiveness of the 
method deteriorates if the classifier is not aware of the 
locations of the client and server, if the beginning of the flow 
is missed, if the first packet is lost or if packet reordering is 
not included. 
Indeed, most of the studies explored the effectiveness of 
ML algorithms by training and testing classifiers over full 
flows [8, 11, 12, 27, 30, 32], whereas identifying the type of 
application before the flow ends can avoid a lot of losses for 
organisations in case of security events. A few research 
studies (e.g. [33, 34]) evaluated ML techniques using a sub- 
flow. The authors in [33] proposed a classification method 
based on sub-flows instead of relying on classification based 
on features extracted from full flows. They applied the Naive 
Bayes ML algorithm with using a small amount of the most 
recent packets extracted from full flow to train the classifier, 
they proved that they were able to minimise buffer space in 
classification process. Furthermore, this technique avoided 
the classifier’s search for the start of the flow (like the 
studies [29] and [4]), which might be missed and 
consequently affect performance of the classifier; this 
demonstrated poor performance of full flow-based 
classification in some scenarios. This study was extended in 
[35], by applying Naive Bayes and decision tree algorithms, 
with using the same datasets as in the previous work.  
It is noticeable that most of the research so far has not 
evaluated the performance of the classifier in terms of packet 
loss, fragmentation, and delay. Moreover, although 
unsupervised techniques have the ability to detect the 
emergence of a new application in the network, the majority 
of the works have not investigated this issue, even though it 
is mentioned in [36]. The authors in [36] combined two ML 
algorithms, unsupervised and supervised, their approch takes 
advantages of both techniques. Supervised methods classify 
flow based on former experience, using examples from 
training phase, while unsupervised classification methods 
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have the ability to detect new types of applications without 
any guidance. The proposed method has more advantages 
than classification using only supervised ML algorithms. 
This technique reduces the time needed to train the classifier 
by using a small amount of labelled flows. It is able to 
handle degradation of supervised algorithms when dealing 
with unseen examples by employing clustering techniques, 
which enhances the classifier’s performance. However, these 
benefits of using semi-supervised techniques were not 
evaluated in this study. 
IV. NETWORK TRAFFIC CLASSIFICATION MODEL 
This section illustrates the proposed structure and 
processes involved in network traffic classification as shown 
in Fig. 1. This demonstrates the sequential steps that we will 
use in our research project to analyse network traffic by 
correlating network traffic patterns with the generating 
applications using ML techniques. 
 
Figure 1 Network traffic classification model 
 
A. Data collection 
This is the first step, dealing with capturing real-time 
traffic from networks. Subsequently, the collected dataset is 
used for feature extraction, to train and test classifiers. 
B. Features selection 
This step deals with extracting features from network 
flow. Inter-packet arrival times, packet length, and packet 
duration are examples of features that will be used to train 
the classifier. This is the core element to build a robust 
classifier. In this research will be based on a sub-flow instead 
of the full flow or the first few packets in the flow. This 
avoids having to wait for a full flow and minimises the 
required space for a buffer, which consequently increases the 
memory space. This aspect has not yet been explored by 
most of the published researches. 
C. Training process 
The training phase involves data sampling and classifier 
training based on the (pre-labelled) samples. This step uses 
supervised algorithms to create classification rules and build 
the model. The information learnt during the training phase 
is used to classify new unseen examples in the testing phase 
(classification process). 
D. Classification process  
This is the final stage, where network traffic analysis 
accrues, by correlating network traffic patterns with the 
generating applications. In this stage our research project 
will examine different classification techniques as shown in 
Fig. 2. supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised ML 
algorithms based on statistical analysis of sub-flows. By 
doing so we are aiming to explore the extent of their 
robustness and effectiveness in classifying real- world traffic 
correctly and  to investigate their ability to detect new 
emerging applications, which could be malicious 
applications.   
 
 
Figure 2 Workflow of different ML traffic classifiers 
 
V. CONCLUSION 
The increased number of security threats and crimes 
conducted in cyberspace proves that there is a substantial 
amount of network traffic that is still unclassified, along with 
unauthorised access that passes all the security systems and 
regulations without any detection.  
This paper provides a critical review of the field of 
network traffic analysis, and focuses on the use of ML 
algorithms to classify internet traffic. It demonstrates the 
great interest of the researchers in this topic over all the 
stages of IP classification, besides highlighting the issues 
associated with classification methodologies that have been 
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used profusely by researchers. It is clear that ML algorithms 
can be utilised very well in this area. However, this study 
shows that the majority of ML techniques which are used for 
IP traffic classification focus on the use of supervised and 
unsupervised learning (clustering), while a few use hybrid 
techniques (semi-supervised). Moreover, most of the 
proposed works are based on statistical features extracted 
from full flows or just the first few packets in the flows, 
while a few research works have explored the use of sub-
flows where using sub-flows seems to be the most 
appropriate approach for faster recognition and timely 
detection. Therefore, the next stage of this research will 
investigate different classification techniques using ML 
algorithms based on statistical features extracted from sub-
flows. In this work, we are seeking to identify ways to 
improve classification methods, which aim to develop more 
powerful and effective techniques to correctly classify 
network traffic. 
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